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Abstract—In this paper we have suggested a new system for e-government. In this method a government can design a precise and perfect system to control people and organizations by using five major documents. These documents contain the important information of each member of a society and help all organizations to do their informatics tasks through them. This information would be available by only a national code and a secure program would support it. The suggested system can give a good awareness to the society and help it be managed correctly.
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I. INTRODUCTION

INTERNET is going to be the best way for doing usual and daily jobs indoors. If all jobs could be done by using such facilities, then no one would go outdoors except for entertainment. E-business is a part of job that can play a great role in human's life [1, 2]; But this fact mustn't be forgotten that if we don't have real e-government then we cannot have real e-business.

It is government who can control both the sellers and buyers group and make an appropriate condition for them to do their financial jobs. What's more business is not the only need of people in developed or developing societies. Usually people are unhappy of wasting time because of simple jobs and also the difficulties put forward in organizations. Ministerial bureaucracy bothers people and the shortage of information they want on internet make them hopeless. Some rich people because of wrong systems get richer and poor ones grow weaker. Giving bribery to gain chances is so usual and escaping from taxes is so common. But it seems that if the government can control the system of a country electronically then all the problems will be solved.

A. Terminology

Electronic Business is buying and selling, providing customer services, collaborating with business partners, and conducting electronic transactions within an organization [3]. Electronic commerce is a part of e-business, which focuses on the electronic commercial transactions between and amongst organizations and individuals. In other words, e-commerce is electronic transactions conducted by business partners [3, 4, 5].

Credit is called to the validity of banking accounts and buying rules. Market-sites can set a credit for a customer, if he is a true buyer and he can pay off the debts in the appropriate period.

E-government is a permanent commitment by government to improve the relationship between the private citizen and the public sector through enhanced, cost-effective and efficient delivery of services, information and knowledge. It is the practical realization of the best that government has to offer [6].

B. The Problem

The overall problem addressed in this paper is:

Although e-business and e-commerce has been so popular in developed countries and is going to be popular in developing ones but again it is considered that the major potential of internet hasn't been used. Governments because of their hugeness show less flexibility against changing to be completely an electronic one. Therefore the governments cannot have control on all people at their society and can not control money transfer as it has to. Wasting so much valuable time, difficulties put forward in organizations, ministerial bureaucracy, shortage of information available about different cases in a country, giving bribery to gain chances, escaping from taxes and so many problems like that are the ones which can be solved be a real powerful e-government.

C. Solution

In this paper we give a solution to the problem mentioned above. The government in a country can design a system to gather all information of the people in that society and divide them into five groups. All people having a national code can use these stored information in databases and do their jobs by these documents. The organizations in the country can access the data they are allowed by the system and surely they won't need more to ask the consumers to give them other soft or hard information. In this case, the government gives service to
the people and on the other hand controls them in the correct way.

D. The Claim

We claim that such a solution does exist. By allocating a national code to the members of a society they can be controlled by a government that has all the information needed from them. The electronic government helps the organizations to fulfill their need of information about the society and be influenced by the policies run by the government.

E. Objective

Using the suggested system for e-government can cause a great security and convenience in the society. The governors can control the whole system of jobs done in a country and the people can get rid of ministerial bureaucracy and unfair activities. This system can give a good awareness to the society and help it be managed correctly.

F. Paper Outline

This paper is organized in four sections. In Section 1 we started the problem, an idea solution to the problem and our claim regarding the solution. In Section 2 we present a brief survey of the previous work, their strength and weaknesses, and the areas, requiring further improvements. In Section 3 we present our work under the title of new system for E-Government and describe how the job can be done. In section 4 we speak about the benefits that are noticeable more in a society. Finally we conclude the paper in Section 5 with an evaluation of our work and some future topics of research.

II. PREVIOUS WORK

A. Why E-Government?

Public staff in all Governmental institute & bodies should understand that their role is to deliver all sorts of services, information and knowledge to citizens in an enhanced, cost-effective and efficient way [6].

Back again to citizen rights, if they exist are they reachable in this low governmental performance? I believe that it's not only low performance problem, it's something beyond, and it's lack of efficient governance tools, which no government can overcome without using ICT [6].

B. EU E-Government

There is a European government wide strategy for e-business, which has six strands. These are to establish a brand in e-business both domestically and internationally; transform existing business; foster e-business creation and growth; expand the e-business talent pool; provide leadership in international e-business policy development; and government on-line, which should be a priority. Whilst there is evidence of government on-line e-business opportunities, the EU governments recognize that deployment of technology to increase innovation is weak [7].

C. E-Consulting Web-Site

E-consulting web-sites are designed to help customers and e-shop owners to do their buying and selling job in the right and best manner. Customers can refer to those sites to get information about the products and their prices. Experts working with those sites can help customers in deciding what is better to buy.

Some other information can be gained through e-consulting web-sites. The period of price payment is an important case informed by them. Then before choosing the products from buy-sites and reject the requests from market-sites, every one can take advantage from the experts' guidance [8].

D. E-Credit in shopping

By having a bank account in any bank, in any kind, every one can produce an electronic credit and do his buying through it, with no need to any international or at least national cards or special accounts. He can refer to an e-shop and buy all the objects he needs in one time and pay for them alternatively. The period of time for paying is agreed by both groups and the products are bought from different buy-sites. Using the e-credit helps people to reach what they want easily and the limitations avoid buying objects using checks that we will never be able to pay for them [9].

III. A NEW SYSTEM FOR E-GOVERNMENT

Every one in his city or country should have five major documents: Historical, Medical, Political, Study-stage, Job-stage. All the information about each person can be mentioned in these five documents.

A. Five Documents

In historical document, name of all his near family and the information about his birth, marriage, nationality, religion, the places he has colonized and his new address and telephone numbers should be noted. This document may contain the thumbnail and the pictures of the person from different views and it should be updated every five years. The old pictures may be kept in another memory to be checked when it is needed.

In medical document, the information about his illnesses, medicines he has taken and the physicians visited him, and also information about his insurance should be noted.

In the political document, there are the information about his history that if he has been imprisoned or he has been called to the court or not. If one may want to attend in an election he may use this document.

The study-stage document shows that how much and where one has been attended the school and university classes. It also can include all the information about one's scientific activities. The name of teachers, courses and grades should be noted completely.

The job-stage document includes the name of places he has been worked for and the jobs he has done and also the amount of money he earns. The skills that one has in doing may be
noted there. All the banking information of a person should be noted there in his job-stage document.

B. Data Storage

These documents should be stored in the database of somewhere such as ministry of information to give services to the organizations in all over the country. Of-course the availability to the information is so important that should be considered in designing the web-based programs. Each person is known with a nationality code that he has from the time he was born and it is exclusive in that country. A password should be accompanied with that code to verify its security and originality.

The organizations in connection with the people may ask them to enter their code and password and get access to the information they need. The program doesn't let them know what they shouldn't. For example, while registering to a university, the responsible of registering mustn't know that if I have enough money to pay or not. He just can see the courses I have passed before and let me attend a higher class. On the other hand the payment responsible of the university mustn't see the courses I have failed or passed. Therefore the web-based programs should be designed very carefully.

C. New Model in E-Business

There are four major strategies in e-business: B2B, C2B, B2C and C2C. Some more strategies are mentioned in books and articles which are not noted here [10, 11, 12]. Buying products from an e-shop is considered in B2C strategy [13, 14], in which consumers and business workers are in contact with each other.

IV. THE BENEFITS OF THE METHOD

The basic programming rule for an e-government can have a deep influence on the society and people and also the government. It can make the jobs easier, cheaper, faster, and more precise. While emitting the paper based bureaucracy at organizations it will have benefits to the nature either. However some major considerable points are described below as benefits to the society.

A. Tax

Usually great millionaires have different bank accounts and also they earn money from different places. It is sometimes in a case that governors themselves can't get aware of it. By using the e-government system according to the suggested method, government can control all people and have information about their earned money. Then the government can receive the taxes on time from the accounts noted in each ones job-stage document and can govern the country much better. The cost of this electronic can be achieved by the taxes gained.

B. Bribery

If every is done computer-based and there is no physical visits between job owners, then no one can do his job by paying bribery and everything can be done according to the rules planned at the system.

C. Cash Elimination

While using internet in all organizations and centers then it can be thought that cash becomes useless. While paying for a case, the responsible can easily click on the payment; the system would know that how much it should take from the consumer's bank account and add to the account of the organization. For cheap and simple cases such as taxi or metro, the electronic handbags can be much useful.

D. Employing Application

When an organization wants to employ a worker then he just need to ask the system to introduce him the people who have special abilities to do that task. They can check the political document to know if he has done anything illegal or not. People themselves can ask the system to find a job according to the information of his study-stage and job-stage document. The system itself can consider his skills, studies and address and suggest him a job.

E. Registration

While registration to a company or organization, the responsible doesn't need to ask him to bring his degree certificate or some other things such as photos. The system would give him the information or photos he needs. Then instead of filling empty forms and memorizing so many codes, every one can so registration just by giving two codes.

F. Doctor Visit, Getting Drugs and Doing Surgery

When a person goes to the doctor's office, he says his code and the doctor can see all his medical history. The doctor
visits the patient and adds the new prescription to the system. The patient goes to the drugstore and enters his code. Then the responsible there can read the correct name of drugs and give them to the patient without having any problem with handwriting or misprinting.

G. E-credit

Customers can go to great shops and buy every thing he wants. Then he can pay all of the cost or ask the seller to get the payment by e-credit. Then the supplier can enter his name to the system and gain his debt gradually from the system. System itself takes money from the customers account and settles it to the organizations account periodically according to the agreement.

H. Bank Loan

In an electronic system all the banks have relation with each other and they all help each other in their electronic transactions. If a person needs to get loan from a bank, he may ask it to check his job-stage document and get information about his financial state. Then the bank can easily settle his desired money to his account and without getting any credits directly, solve his problem and of-course take advantage from his customer.

I. Postal Service

It is possible that so many objects come to the post office but they never reach to their owners. Mostly this is when the addresses are not correct or the people have left the place they were before. By the suggested system, the only thing needed at the post office is the name of owner with his national code. If they are compatible with each other then the responsible at the office would only check his historical document and find his new address as well.

V. CONCLUSION

Filing the empty forms, taking care of different certificates and transferring them with ourselves may make us feel inconvenience while doing a ministerial job. Internet has brought us a condition that we can almost do most of our jobs easily using it. As it is mentioned in section II some works have been done or suggested till now but it hasn't been popular yet. May be they are don't prepare a complete condition to do so in a real society. In section III we have suggested a system to the e-government to create a platform to do all electronic jobs on it so easily.

Every one in his city or country should have five major documents: Historical, Medical, Political, Study-stage, Job-stage. By using these five documents under a well programmed system, the government can control the country the money transfer, people transportation and activities done by organizations so easily. It can get statistics about every required case so precisely and run the system of the country in the case that no one would be unsatisfied. As described in the section 4 the government gets the cost of the system from the taxes and on the other hand save a lot of money from reduction of ministerial bureaucracy. This system prepares a condition that we can imagine the elimination of cash in a country.

A. Future Work

The method we presented in this paper sets the stage ready for an interesting topic of research:

- A comparison among database systems suitable for an e-government system

So many companies have tried to produce database systems that can help program designers a lot. But all of them are not appropriate for all programs. Some are good for business programs and some for ministerial. Some can be used easily and others may be more secure.
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